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About This Content

Czech Republic (Czech: Česká Republika) is a country located in Central Europe, lying between 12°05'E and 18°50'E, and
48°35'N and 51°05'N. The capital of the country is Prague (fifteenth largest and fifth most visited city in Europe). The Czech

Republic is primarily an upland country, with its area covering the Bohemian Massif (a basin surrounded by mountains on three
sides) and a small part of the Western Carpathians.

From the studios of VFR scenery specialists VFR Poland comes VFR Czech Republic photo scenery for FSX: Steam Edition.
This extensive scenery pack covers the entire Czech Republic, and is based on SPOT5 multispectral satellite images

geometrically and radiometrically integrated to the scenery for a seamless VFR experience. All major landmarks in the region
are included to make navigating low-level airspace in this beautiful region both authentic and pleasing to the eye.

PLEASE NOTE: This add-on requires 20 GB available hard disk space. Please check data charges with your broadband provider
before commencing download.

Features

 2.5 m/px ground resolution

 Real satellite photoscenery

 Total area of approx. 80,000 square km
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 Single season / summer textures

 Hydrological layer
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fsx steam edition - vfr czech republic add-on

So Beautiful, nice hills and field.

it's almost similar quality Next GEN 3D England Scenery.

and It provide Whole Czech VFR Scenery!

Not to Heavy for Frame Rate...

Working well with HD Airport Scenery and Addon Planes.. Nice DLC with some pros and some cons.

Pros:
- Ideal for practical VFR flying, i flown short route (Prag-Beneshov-Sternberg-Konopiste-Prag) using Autoatlas 1:240000. All
roads, forests, rivers etc is on correct places.
- Also good for additional beauty and realism for IFR flights.

Cons:
- Only summer textures. You will need fly with default textures or purchase ORBX Global+Vector+LC (about $120) for winter
experence.
- No night textures. If you fly in the night, textures will be too bright, but custom airport polygons will be dark. Fail.
- Only autobahns have night lighting. I have ORBX global installed, so autobahn lighting is nice. But no any another lights
(cities, minor roads etc).
- No any custom 3D landmarks. I found great castles of Sternberg and Conopiste as default modern office buildings.

In total, my review will be positive because sale price is good for this content with all pros and cons.
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